
Chemistry Exploration Prerequisites 

 

Be prepared to discuss the following: 

 The kinds of hazards (to humans, to the environment, to animals) that might 
occur while engaged in activities in this field 

 Appropriate safety precautions to help minimize these risks 
 Whether it is necessary to obtain training in safety protocols in this field 
 The agencies or organizations that can provide such training 
 What it would take to be a certified safety specialist or safety trainer in this field 

Please present the following in written format for review 

Using resources you find on your own such as at the library, on the Internet, or through 
visits to relevant places of learning, such as museums, learn more about this field. Then 
discuss the following with your counselor: 

1. The historical development of this field 
2. How tools and techniques have evolved over time 
3. How modern tools and techniques have changed over time in this field and how 

its capacity for accomplishment has been affected 
4. The ways in which science, technology, engineering, and/or mathematics are 

important to this field 

Be prepared to lead a discussion on the following 

Find out about three career opportunities in this field. Communicate to your counselor 
the training, education, and experience that are needed for each career. 

Present in written format (with a bibliography of resources) 
for review 

Using a combination of library research, Internet research (with your parent's or 
guardian's permission), and interviews with experts, find out how important the role of 
this field is in addressing the problems facing our modern world: a burgeoning 
worldwide population, stresses on the environment, ongoing issues of basic health and 
sustenance, or other concerns. How might knowledge, abilities, and capacity in this field 
bring about positive change on a significant scale? Create an oral or written report and 
present it to your counselor. 

 


